
Velo City Rider Fit Samples
To help assist in the ordering process, Patapsco Bicycle has a complete 
set of fit samples available.

The Velo City Riders collection contains a wide assortment of products to 
allow members to choose their individual style and fit. These ranges are 
consistent throughout each collection, but garments fit differently based 
on their cut, construction and fabrics. In general, questions arise on the 
cut of the jerseys, as short fit is consistent between cuts. However, the cut 
and fabric in jerseys provide different fit within the same size range.

Available:
 Men’s and women’s Squad One Jerseys  Club Cut
 Men’s and women’s Split Zero Jerseys  Race Cut
 
 Men’s and women’s shorts
 Men’s and women’s bib-shorts

*Detailed product specs available  in the VCR team store



Velo City Rider Fit Samples
Split Zero:
This is a Race Cut garment
- Constructed for an on-bike and aero position
- Form fitting with compression
- Designed to lay close on the body
- Longer arm and leg lengths
- 

Squad One:
This is a Club Cut garment
- Constructed for a more relaxed and upright position
- More room over the torso while maintaining a stylish look
- Looser fitting with less compression
- Shorter arm and leg lengths

*Detailed product specs available  in the VCR team store



Velo City Riders Split Zero
Split Zero
Race Cut

Men’s Women’s



Squad One
Club Cut

Men’s Women’s

Velo City Riders Squad One



Athlos Fit Samples
Element Protection Outer Garments
Race Cut 

Weather protection gear is designed to lay close to the body to protect you
from the elements and maintain body temperature. 

If you are purchasing “Race Cut”, Split Zero, this should 
match your jersey size. If you are purchasing “Club 
Cut” , Squad One , we recommend you order 1 size larger. 

Accessories
Arm Warmers
As a rule of thumb your arm warmers are the same size as your jersey size, unless you spend a lot of 
time working on your gun show. J

Knee and Leg Warmers
Knee and leg warmers should be ordered as the same size as your shorts or bib-short size. 


